
PARIS: A 90-minute train ride from the Gare de Lyon station in
Paris traces a political gulf between big-city voters and the rest, a
divide that has shaken up Britain and the United States and has
an outside chance of doing the same in France’s upcoming vote.
The further you go, the greater the support for the anti-immi-
grant, anti-Europe National Front (FN), judging by interviews
with people living on the RER D commuter line and results from
the most recent election, a regional poll in 2015.

At the Gare de Lyon, 32-year-old stage production manager
Victor Leclere likes his multicultural neighborhood in the heart of
the capital. With the presidential election just weeks away, he
fears the popularity of the FN. “We’re used to living all together,”
he said as he boarded a train, a former Socialist voter now unde-
cided. “I think it’s worrying, the image portrayed by the National
Front, as if France wasn’t the multicultural country it already is.”
Villeneuve-Saint-Georges is just 19 minutes from Paris but with
concrete blocks and highways a world away from the stone
buildings and avenues of the centre of the capital.

Lucien Ngando, 30, an IT support technician of Congolese
descent, said he could well back Le Pen this time. He was angry
with what he described as media bias favoring centrist
Emmanuel Macron, whom pollsters see winning a presidential
run-off vote in May against FN leader Marine Le Pen. “She’s been
demonized, ostracized, but I don’t think the FN is a bad party, we
should give them a chance to change things in France,” he said
on the RER D platform. Ngando voted for Socialist Francois
Hollande in 2012. He said Le Pen and left-wing firebrand Jean-
Luc Melenchon spent more time campaigning outside the capi-
tal than the other frontrunners, Macron and conservative
Francois Fillon, and understood suburban dwellers better.

Winners and losers
Opinion polls predict Le Pen may possibly win the first round

of the presidential election on April 23 but will lose the second
round on May 7 against either of her main rivals. The chances of
a shock like the Brexit vote in Britain or Donald Trump’s victory in
the United States depend on people living beyond the main
cities, all of which showed relatively low FN votes in 2015 with
numbers climbing further out. In Paris, the FN won nearly 10 per-
cent of the vote in the regional election’s first round, while in
Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, a suburb of 32,000 it was almost 29
percent. Second round figures showed a similar pattern. Not all
voters interviewed in Villeneuve-Saint-Georges said they would
back Le Pen, but distance from politicians and disgust with a
campaign dominated by scandals was keenly felt in a place
where unemployment is more than 50 percent above the
national average.

“Politicians never come here. We see them on TV, in Paris of
course, because it’s not like the suburbs, but in Villeneuve-Saint-
Georges? No... We count for nothing,” said 43-year-old stay-at-
home mother of eight Isabelle Cauchard. Just under 30 percent
of voters live in city centres while over a third live in suburbs like
Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, one in four in rural areas and under

one in 10 in medium-sized towns, the INSEE statistics office says.
Within 10 km of Paris, the FN attracted 14 percent of votes on
average in the regional election, while it got almost 30 percent in
a radius of 20-30 km and 39 percent in the 70-80 km range, a
study by Ifop pollsters showed.

“It’s a divide between the winners and losers of globalization
... In the outskirts, the depressed former industrial bastions, rural
enclaves, people feel left on the side of the road, isolated,” Ifop’s
Jerome Fourquet said. “Marine Le Pen has understood this very
well.” Wallerand de Saint Just, FN head for the broader Paris
region, has noticed the difference during the campaign. “There
are a lot of street markets in Paris where they’re not giving us a
nice welcome at all,” he said. “But in rural towns they welcome
us with open arms.” In the picturesque town of Malesherbes, 75
km from Paris, 33-year-old Olivia Berthaut is tempted to back Le
Pen for president, seeing her as the only candidate who cares
about small-town voters. The FN got more than 42 percent of
the vote in the regional election’s first round in Malesherbes, a
town of about 6,000 set amid fields and forests at the end of one
branch of the RER D. Berthaut, is a job seeker who moved there
for cheaper living costs. She has previously voted for mainstream
right candidates but now says the only other option is an empty
envelope in the ballot box. — Reuters
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HELSINKI: While celebrities like John Travolta and Tom
Cruise are known for piloting their own planes, few
world leaders fly themselves on state business, but
Finland’s Prime Minister Juha Sipila is one.  A keen avia-
tor and committed to austerity-and saving taxpayers’
money- Sipila occasionally pilots a private jet on his offi-
cial travels-and foots the bill himself to boot. Since tak-
ing office in May 2015, the money-conscious former
businessman has flown himself on 19 official trips in
Finland and abroad, the prime minister’s office said.

Last year Sipila, 55, flew over 5,000 kilometers from
Finland to the Mongolian capital Ulan Bator for an Asia-
Europe meeting, and some 1,400 kilometers to meet
fellow EU leaders in Bratislava.  The softly-spoken engi-
neer earned millions as an IT entrepreneur before enter-
ing politics to become Finland’s prime minister in 2015.
He has vowed to “fix Finland” and put the euro-zone
member’s economy back on track-and he appears to

practise what he preaches.  He doesn’t own the planes
he flies, but rather rents them at his own expense. 

For the Ulan Bator trip he was at the controls of a
Cessna 525 business jet, which seats between six and
seven passengers. His office said it did not know the
cost of the flights paid for privately by Sipila, but the
Finnish weekly Suomen Kuvalehti estimated the
expense at “hundreds of thousands of euros”. There is
a related health issue: before taking office Sipila suf-
fered from two sudden pulmonary embolisms, in
2013 and 2014. This led Finnish media to speculate
about the safety concerns raised by having the prime
minister pilot a plane on official visits, often with his
aides onboard.

Toilet seat ride
Sipila has reportedly fully recovered, and officials say

they are not worried.  “We have thought this through

and come to the conclusion that from a safety view-
point we don’t see any reason to restrict it,” the head of
the government’s security detail, Jari Ylitalo said. “If you
look at it statistically, flying is safer than driving a car. His
licences are valid, he’s an experienced pilot and the fly-
ing equipment is in good condition,” he added.

The prime minister, known for his modesty, doesn’t
always take to the cockpit himself.  When thorny coali-
tion negotiations dragged on late one night in
November 2015, Sipila missed the last commercial flight
to his hometown Oulu in northern Finland. After a deal
was finally forged in the early hours, Sipila didn’t order a
private flight to be organized for him. Instead, he board-
ed an ambulance flight about to take off and gave the
last available passenger seat to his wife Minna-Maaria.
The prime minister himself sat on the small plane’s toi-
let seat for the duration of the one-hour flight, Finland’s
largest daily Helsingin Sanomat reported. — AFP 

Flying Finnish PM saves money on air fares

Israel approves 
new settlement

Palestinian and UN fume

JERUSALEM: The Palestinians and the United Nations yes-
terday condemned the Israeli cabinet’s approval of the first
officially sanctioned new settlement in the occupied West
Bank in more than 25 years. The security cabinet gave its
unanimous backing to the new settlement late on Thursday
as what is widely seen as the most right-wing government
in Israeli history presses ahead with settlement expansion
in defiance of international concern.

Senior Palestinian official Hanan Ashrawi said the move
showed the government was pushing ahead with “their
systematic policies of settler colonialism, apartheid and eth-
nic cleansing, showing a total and blatant disregard for
Palestinian human rights.”“Israel is more committed to
appeasing its illegal settler population than to abiding by
the requirements for stability and a just peace,” she said.  A
spokesman for UN chief Antonio Guterres, expressed “dis-
appointment and alarm” at the announcement.

“The secretary general has consistently stressed that
there is no Plan B for Israelis and Palestinians to live togeth-
er in peace and security. He condemns all unilateral actions
that, like the present one, threaten peace and undermine
the two-state solution,” Stephane Dujarric said in a state-
ment.  The new settlement will be constructed north of the
former wildcat Jewish outpost known as Amona, which was
razed in February in accordance with an Israeli High Court
order. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu had promised to
build a new settlement for its residents after their eviction.
“I promised to create a new community and we are going
to respect that commitment and create it today,” he said
ahead of Thursday’s security cabinet meeting.

Oded Revivi, chief foreign envoy for the umbrella body
representing settlers, welcomed the decision.  “We will be
monitoring the government very closely to see that these
plans come to fruition, enabling a new era of building,” he
said in a statement.  Agriculture minister Uri Ariel also wel-
comed the announcement, saying it would allow the
“development of Judaea and Samaria,” the phrase right-
wing Israelis use for the West Bank. It will be the first entire-
ly new settlement that an Israeli government has approved
since 1991, the anti-settlement NGO Peace Now said.  In
recent years, construction had focused instead on expand-
ing existing settlements.

‘Held captive by settlers’ 
Peace Now said its location deep in the West Bank was

“strategic for the fragmentation of the West Bank,” which
Palestinians see as the bulk of their future state. “Netanyahu
is held captive by the settlers, and chooses his political sur-
vival over the interest of the state of Israel,” the NGO said,
adding it was pushing Israelis and Palestinians closer to
“apartheid.” The international community regards all Israeli
settlements in the occupied Palestinian territories as illegal
and a major obstacle to Middle East peace.  Israel draws a
distinction between those it sanctions and those it does not
so-called outposts. — AFP 

PARIS: Independent centrist presidential candidate
Emmanuel Macron delivers a speech during a meeting
with young people of Paris suburbs, in Saint Denis, out-
side Paris. — AP 
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Far-right National Front gains support 


